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Dr. Shipman Appointed Dean: 
Which Way For Grad Studies? 
With the now WP1 Plan on its way. some people 
may wonder what is the new direction of graduate 
studies 
The WPI Plan should turn the school into a learning 
community of which graduate students are an in- 
tegral part They may he teaching on research 
assistanlships. or they may guide students' 
discussion croups Surprisingly enough a discussion 
\< ith ;> person who is also learning, such as a graduate 
student  can be most beneficial 
In William Shipman has recently been appointed 
l>e,in <>f Craduato Studies This is a new position on 
campus suggested hy President llazzard which will 
inrtifi and coordinate graduate studies, which are now 
undergoing an evaluation There are faculty com- 
ntilties the eommitties. of Graduate Study on 
Research and the Graduate Planning Committee, 
the latter "f which will soon present a report on what 
the new trends in graduate studies should he. 
The first liisk of Dean Shipman and these com- 
initlees is to define the problems that need evaluation 
nr revision There are too many courses offered to too 
lew students Should we open the Consortium and 
have e rnssregistration for graduate studies, too? So 
fur. Ihe school offers graduate courses in most areas 
nl each department The report may consider 
eliminating some courses, while each department 
»ill offer courses only in the areas they are most 
i nmpctcnt  in 
As of now. graduate studies at 
WPI are actually in the hands of 
each department It is the 
department's decision to accept 
Ihe student and decide on what 
basis to make this acceptance. 
Seme departments require a thesis 
paper   and some-require only a 
Urban Car Design 
Now Underway 
The Urban Vehicle Design Team is now in the first 
stages of, developing WPI's entry for a nationwide com- 
petition to be held in August '72. 
The aim of the team is to produce a vehicle for use in the 
urban environment of the 19B0's. The car is to be designed 
as a system with all aspects of the vehicle considered, not 
just the  emission or pollutants. ^ 
l»r   William Shipman. I>eiin of tiraduate Studies. 
U. M. O. C. 
Coming! 
Alpha Phi Omega's popular 
annual Ugly Man on Campus 
contest is here again Its purpose is 
threefold en It's fun (2) It 
promotes croup spirit, either 
fraternity, dorm or otherwise. (3) 
II raises money for charity Last 
>ear I1M went to the Worcester 
I nited Appeal 
K.nh fraternity, dorm floor, and 
independent group selects a 
student from among them to be 
their representative These people 
will pose for photographs on 
Thursday 7 0;t . 4-6 p m With the 
help of their supporters, each tries 
to look uglier than the others This 
can be accomplished with a 
costume make-up. or facial ex- 
pression 
For some ugly ideas, photos of 
last year's entries will soon be 
posted  probably in Daniels 
This year's ugly photographs 
"ill be published in the 12 Oct 
Tech News From the candidates. 
Ihe ugliest will he elected in 
balloting during Homecoming 
Weekend In this election, you are 
urged to vote early and often 
There will be a small donation to 
B charity for every vote cast 
The winner of the election and a 
voter will win a valuable and as yet 
undetermined prize 
' I'ly Man on Campus <UMOC) 
I* not unique to WPI It is con- 
duct ed each year on many of the 
"lore than SOO campuses across the 
country where active APO 
chapters exist 
Want more info0 Contact Bob 
Ames SA 312. or Warren Smith. 
7W-7622 
In order to insure that your 
rroup is represented, remember 
that pictures will be taken on 
Thursday 7()ct from4to6 p m at 
Daniels Commons in the basement 
of Rilev   Re then 
certain number of credit hours 
Hul there are graduate studies 
which belong to no department 
How should studies such as 
biomedical engineering and 
management science he con- 
ducted' The report may suggest a 
different way to coordinate the 
selection of graduate students, 
fellowships, and assignment of 
leaching assistantships 
Until the Graduate Planning 
Committee compiles its report, we 
cannot tell exactly the new trends 
"ill   he    Most   likelv.   the   new 
program will require independent 
work in all departments Dr 
Shipman thinks rather highly of 
independent study, "since the 
simple phrase 'master of science' 
must mean that the person is 
capable of independent work to 
some considerable depth" We 
should hope that the new program 
"ill fit together with the un- 
dergraduate program so the 
"graduate students will play a part 
in providing an atmosphere of 
excitement, active scholarship and 
an improved community." 
Last .luly, a preliminary, 
proposal was submitted to the 
committee governing the com- 
pelilion The purpose of the 
proposal was to give some 
direction to those students now 
starting actual design The project 
has been broken into three areas: 
emissions, chassis, and suspen- 
sion 
During the course of this 
semester. Ihe design of the vehicle 
" ill lake place, along with the 
construction of some parts for 
evaluation Students will select the 
linal design on Ihe basis of the 
research done 
The actual construction of the 
«. chicle is planned for the second 
semester of Ihe school year Final 
lesling will then he done 
culminating with the judgment of 
technical experts from Industry in 
the actual August competition. 
Safety will he a major concern of 
the design learn Much research is 
to be done on energy absorbing 
systems II is planned that the 
i chicle will he able to withstand a 
crash at 10 M P II with no 
damage Some form of the gasoline 
engine will he used with a trans- 
IPI&   WPIz ? 
Last semester a new form of 
teaching was introduced at Tech. 
called Ihe IP1 approach to learning 
I Individually F'rescribed In- 
struction i This method involves a 
type of learning in which the 
student is placed on a strict one to 
one basis with his instructor The 
responsibility of learning now lies 
in the hands of the students, not 
«ith Ihe instructor 
How does a student in IPI sec- 
lions go about passing a course'* 
Although the specifics of each 
course vary, the rules, or lack of 
rules, of the game are generally 
Ihe same The course is subdivided 
into a number of instructional 
units which will guide the student 
through the course Satisfactory 
completion of Ihe course involves 
passing a series of assessments on 
each instructional unit The 
adequate completion of prior units 
is usually essential for satisfactory 
completion of subsequent units, 
for each act as building blocks for 
I hi* next sections 
On Ihe first day of class, after 
being lold Ihe operational aspects 
of Ihe course a student is given Ihe 
write-up on Ihe first instructional 
unit which includes a general 
description of the topic being 
covered, objectives of Ihe unit and 
n study guide, consisting of a list of 
reference material and sample 
problems Thereafter a student 
need only come lo class when he 
" ishes to pass a certain 
assessment After studying a 
particular unit, if a student finds he 
lias a problem he has Ihe option to 
come to class where he is per- 
sonnally instructed in the area hy 
either a tutor or instructor in the 
course He may also come to class 
to take an assessment on the in- 
structional unit After he has done 
so he is taken aside hy a tutor and 
has the assessment graded in his 
presence where he may defend his 
« ork or explain his mistakes If the 
sludenl shows that he completely 
understands the instructional unit 
he is [Missed if not he is recycled 
"ith no mark against his. for a 
sludenl is finally graded cm the 
number of units passed, not on the 
number of assessments taken 
llccveling involves resludying the 
lon'il Page ft. Col. I 
mission developed especially  for 
city driving. 
WPI's design team is looking to 
industry  for  a   large  amount  of 
support in the development of the 
car II is estimated that the project 
"ill cost about $60,000. Financial 
and technical  assistance will  be 
sought at all stages of the project. 
Already. Ilni-Royal has offered to 
manufacture  the  body  out  of  a 
special plastic, once students have 
produced the mold      Paul Miller, 
captain   of   the   design   team, 
estimated that 2ft students were 
now active in the design process. 
Arrangements have been made so 
thai     students    can    receive 
academic credit for their work on 
Ihe vehicle.  The educational ex- 
liericnco that this project will give 
its participants will probably far 
outweigh any advancements made 
in the field of transportation  The 
aim  of WPI   Plan   for   relevant 
engineering is exemplified by thin 
program     Being    a    systems 
problem, all student*, no matter 
what Iheir interest could find a 
place in the development of thil 
vehicle. Any interested students 
should contact Prof. Mayer of the 
MR.    Dept.    for    further   In- 
formation 
Ever Try to Find 
Propane in NYC? 
hy Alan lllon 
Dr Alvin Weiss, a professor of 
chemical F.ngineering here at 
Tech. was recently a guest on the 
Today Show with Hugh Downs His 
appearance on the show was 
arranged by Roger Perry. Director 
of Public Relations, who drove to 
New York with Dr Weiss in the 
Propane Gasser 
During. Ihe telecast Downs asked 
Weiss lo explain his latest research 
project, which involves the con- 
v ersion of sewage lo petroleum 
\lv in Weiss appears a - I'uesl on the ' Tod.iv" show. 
Dr Weiss told how an ex- 
perimental process, funded hy the 
Knvirnnmontal Protection Agency, 
lakes the activated sludge left over 
after sewage treatment and 
calaly/es it under high tern 
peratures and pressures to convert 
it lo petroleum He said the 
procedure can he economically 
loasihlc since it provides a new 
source for rapidly shrinking oil 
supplies, and also gets rid of a 
tremendous waste problem. 
Dr Weiss went on to explain 
another project of his which takes 
petroleum products and converts 
Ihem to sugars, hopefully edible 
ones He then described an ap- 
plication of this by which 
astronauts on an extended space 
voyage could manufacture car- 
bohydrates from their own waste 
gases and products 
After the show Weiss and Perry 
found Iheir return to Tech delayed 
until they could find some way of 
refueling Iheir propane run car. 
I'.ottled propane gas is a rather 
common item in rural areas hut 
almost unknown in municipal New 
York City II took hours before the 
pair were able lo find some, which 
Ihey purchased from a welding 
i nmpany Following a complicated 
refueling process they returned to 
Worcester 
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Editorial . . . 
Numbed 
When an organism is repeatedly subjected to a certain 
stimulus, the intensity of its reaction to that class of 
stimulii begins to diminish. The organism's senses 
become conditioned to the stimulus and adapt to it as they 
would to any other element of its regular environment. It 
is this type of conditioning which allows the human body to 
withstand extreme heat or cold, loud or high pitched 
noises, putrid odors, harsh light, nagging headaches, or 
extreme fatigue. After the initial shock, the senses 
become accustomed to prolonged, repetitive, or con- 
tinuous stimulii and the sensation becomes less acute, 
duller. 
So it is with the American public. Like any other 
organism they adapt to the presence of unpleasant 
stimulii. To fail to do so would jeopardize their survival, 
or at least their ability to function normally. However, 
when one is numb to a certain outside stimulus, his 
awareness of its source or cause is also dulled. His alert- 
ness and perception thus impared, the individual's sense 
of danger may be sufficiently effected so that he may fail 
to be warned when forces or conditions in his environment 
threaten his well-being. 
The American people have been exposed to so many 
atrocities in recent years that they have begun to consider 
them commonplace occurances. Their sensitivity to 
tragic or horrible events has been so dulled that people 
have come to accept such things as facts of life. Having 
resigned themselves to such incidents as My Lai, Kent 
State, and the Attica State Prison uprising, the public is 
less inclined to expend any effort that might lead to the 
rectification of the conditions which made their occurence 
possible and inevitable. Such was the case with the en- 
dless stream of Vietnam war casualties. Americans 
thought of them only as statistics rather than lives of other 
human beings. The thousands of enemy and civilian dead 
bother them not at all. 
It is no wonder that political and editorial cartoonists 
choose to exaggerate the grizzliest aspects of war, riot, 
pollution, assasination, poverty, disease, and crime. It is 
only an attempt to shock the public into awareness and 
action. If people became half so indignant at the news as 
they do at the news media, maybe we could dispense with 
"brutalizing anyone's sensibilities". 
NOTICE 
Seniors, please make appointments for 
Yearbook pictures in the Bookstore. Potraits 
will be taken from Monday, Oct. 11, to 
Friday* Oct. 15. 
CLASS OF 72 
Class Meeting 
Thursday, 
Sept. 30,10:45, 
Daniels Lounge 
This is your last 
chance to decide 
who will address 
this year's 
Honors 
and 
Commencement 
Convocation. 
FIRE 
krKdwtfUgst 
Wish They'd 
Draft the Bursar 
As it turns out. I had sadly underestimated the 
bureaucracy of Boynton Hall In a note dated the 15th 
of September, the day after my column on the 
student social fee came out. the Bursar's office in- 
formed me that I had until Friday to pay the 
remaining 15 dollars of my bill, else they would 
assume that I just did not want the student health 
insurance Zounds' I made some feeble efforts at 
trying to convince the lovely lady who works behind 
the partition in the Bursar's office that I had indeed 
paid for the health insurance and would she mind so 
noting this on my financial records? But to no avail 
i You know what you did! ") I had to pay up or risk an 
ignominious death in the Dog and Cat Hospital's 
charity ward. Rats. But I shall return 
• •• 
Anyway, the Senate passed that nasty old bill which 
will extend the draft another two years - the vote was 
55-30. with Teddy Kennedy and a few others in the 
Yea category - with a 2.4 billion dollar annual in- 
crease in military pay thrown in The idea is that the 
Army wants enough personnel to prosecute the 
Vietnam war. a short term consideration, while 
simultaneously making an Army career financially 
competitive with a similar civilian career, a long 
term consideration Given that student deferments 
will now be a thing of the past, what will the new bill 
mean to the average Tech student? Well, mostly 
nothing. 
The number of "legal" dodges to the draft are 
phenomenal. Strictly enforced medical requirements 
preclude quite a large percentage of so-called draft 
eligible students from ever having to worry about 
what to say to the drill sergeant There are very few 
people floating around who don't have something 
wrong with them: and there are all sorts of medical- 
oriented dodges available to those unlucky enough to 
be gifted with perfect health, as in sympathetic 
doctors willing to swear that your recent mosquito 
bile absolutely disqualifies you for military service. 
All of this in addition to the hundred odd ways to 
artificially elevate your blood pressure beyond the 
tolerated limits 
Then you can play it honest-and-above-board and 
simply buy your way out of the draft It was 
estimated that Mr. Clay, the professional boxer, paid 
out alKiut Zim.oofl dollars in attorneys' fees before he 
was exempted from military eligibility by the courts. 
Since none of you out there are as famous as Mr 
Clay, it is quite probable that your legal fees would 
not he quite so steep, hut the result would probably be 
the same And if all else fails, there is the 
Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union, may it die a 
flaming death 
Which is to say, the trend away from involuntary 
servitude, which is what the draft is and represents, 
is pronounced, an organic part of the American spirit 
Tuesday, September 28, 1971 
! Lett On 
by Alan Dion 
Office of the Bursar 
Worcester Polytech 
September 26, 1971 
Dear Mr Logan. 
Thank you for your very nice letter of 9/12/71 ac- 
cusing us of being a "conspiracial conglomeration of 
beaureaucratic marionettes, prostituting ourselves 
before the autocratic manipulation of the 
megalomaniacal Social Committee", which has 
prompted this reply which I apologize for being 
necessarily late since it is very difficult to find a 
dictionary on this campus, and also due to the fact 
that it is difficult to write such excessively long run- 
on sentences. 
First of all. let me say that while the social fee may 
actually violate your rights under the first, second, 
fifth, fourteenth, eighteenth, twentieth and twenty- 
fourth amendments as you state, that is no 
concern of ours. The social fee is necessary to 
provide for all the activities that students need but do 
not necessarily want. After all. can you imagine a 
Worcester Tech without the Tech News, Peddler, or 
$fi a ticket concerts' And Jimmy Hall assures me 
that the funds brought in by the social fee are vital to 
covering the increased costs of publications, musical 
(•roups and a six week vacation for two to Acapulco. 
Now. since you stubbornly threaten to precipitate a 
massive student boycott of the social fee, we are 
forced to take preventive measures. Consequently, 
we are raising the social fee to $2525 a year, and 
dropping tuition to $20. This latter move is to keep 
expenses equal in compliance with the President's 
price freeze, and is possible for us to accomplish 
since WPI is evolving into a charitable institution 
funded by philanthropic foundations. 
In this manner we can thwart your efforts at civil 
disobedience You see, anyone who pays the $20 
tuition without paying the social fee also will be 
allowed to register for classes, but shall be classified 
as a "Tnwnie". No Townies will be allowed on 
campus, and this rule shall be enforced by a standing 
campus police force of 500 men recruited from ex- 
Green Berets and prison guards and paid through the 
increased social fee. 
We hope that this action will convince you agitators 
that we are serious about this social fee business. If I 
can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate 
to let me know 
Very truly yours, 
Carol A Bursar, 
Sure, there is the anti-Vietnam component; but there 
is also the necessity to explain the stand taken by Mr. 
Barry Gnldwater. who is notoriously pro-Vietnam 
while being vigorously anti-draft Which is, by-and- 
large. the conservative position. 
So. 1 Army life is. to say the least, getting to be 
both more tolerable and financially rewarding, by 
civilian standards while 2 the draft as an agent of 
coercion resulting in the recruitment of ROTC cadets 
and non-Army service volunteers is clearly losing 
force Meaning. 3 that the concept of a Volunteer 
Army, as in an Army composed entirely of people 
M ho want to he in the Army, is pretty much a reality, 
even with the draft And in my humble opinion, that is 
as it should be 
* 
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Ton Years After is comprised of Alvin Lee (guitar, 
vocals). I-eo Lyons I hass). Chick Churchill (organ, 
piano). and Ric I.ee I drums) My first exposure to 
them was their appearance in Woodstock, which was, 
to say the least somewhat electrifying. Alvin Lee is 
the leader of the group and has heen accused of being 
one of the faster guitarists around The other three 
members are not quite as accomplished, but they do 
more than a sufficient job on their respective in- 
struments In the words of Alvin Lee. "The major 
problem in being Ten Years After has been to record 
M album in the studio which has the same basic 
<ffe<t that we find second nature to create on a good 
live performance ." After listening to "A Space in 
Time", and their other efforts, this statement seems 
•mite appropriate. 
"A Space in Time" is ten Years Afters sixth 
album In six attempts, they have yet to successfully 
come up with a good statement on the feeling of Ten 
Years After They have style and a technique, but 
they don't seem to feel it in a studio as they do live. 
Traring their progression: "Undead" and 
"Stonehedge" were their first two albums. These 
were in a free form jazz type style which I personally 
found quite pleasing "SSH" and "Crinklewood 
Green" followed. "Crinklewood Green" being their 
best effort to date These were their first albums 
where they started working within an HAH type 
structure "Watt" followed these and turned out to be 
disaster, as they tried to blend both of their old styles 
and fell on their face Now we have "A Space in 
Time", which seems to be an exercise to return them 
J. Geils 
to Return 
Homecoming Weekend takes place on October 15. 16. and 17 this year 
through the coordination of the Alumni Association and the Social 
Committee The schedule of events was planned with the thought of 
entertaining the returning alumni as much as the student body It begins 
Friday with a cocktail hour solely for the returning alumni sponsored by 
the Alumni Association, and it ends Sunday with a concert by the Brass 
Choir in the lliggins Estate 
The concert Friday night promises to be one of the best with the return 
»f .1. CEILS BAM) This great rock and blues band had some of its 
origins at WPI and has since gone on to national prominence and was 
I'iven the honor of playing the closing show at the Filmore East. J Geils, 
Magic Dick, and Danny Klein were all Tech students at one time before 
Ihey left to form the hand They played many concerts in the New 
England area for several years after that They finally cut their first 
album and it was given great reviews by such papers as Phoenix. Rolling 
Stone, and Boston After Dark Their success was immediate They 
loured the country and have just finished recording their second album 
which is Hue for release sometime in early October The people who have 
heard the tape have said that it is even better than the first because they 
have succeeded in capturing all the intense feeling that they put out 
during a concert This concert will be held in Alden and will be closed to 
Tech students and alumni There are a limited number of tickets and 
notice will he given when they go on sale 
Saturday, tnllnwing the soccer game in the morning, the football game 
m the afternoon and the Alumni Happy Hour in the Higgins Estate, the 
brilliant Al. KOOPER will be featured in a concert beginning at 8:00 p.m 
in Harrington The show will be opened by the ZOTOS BROTHERS, a 
very talented pair of brothers who played last year in the Coffee House 
They will he followed by Al Hooper, a very talented musician who has 
been at the forefront of the rock music scene for many years. He has 
played with Bob Dylan, started such groups as Blood. Sweat, and Tears 
and Ihe Blues Project, recorded the famous supersession album, 
arranged and played with the Rolling Stones and recorded several good 
solo albums Tickets are on sale in the Tech's bookstore 
Sunday afternoon, the Lens and Light Clui, is showing "Alice'ii 
Hrstanranl" in Alden <2 shows. 1 • 00 and 8:00). and the Brass Choir 
will perform in Ihe lliggins Estate at 4:30 p.m. 
to their level of "Crinklewood Green". As with all of 
their albums, it has its high points but it also con- 
tains some low points 
The album starts out with what has become a 
trademark of Ten Years After Thev begin a song in a 
melodic centered-lvpe structure and move into a 
rhythm centered structure Alvin Lee does some 
harmnnical work which isn't bad. but his guitar work 
is fine, as usual One commendable point worth 
mentioning- Ihe group is not built so much around 
Alvin anymore Alvin Lee composed all of the songs 
except one. They're written in his usual style of 
writing: he does seem to be writing better 
arrangements, though Lee also does all of the 
vocals He doesn't havea great voice, but he seems to 
(■el the point across Side one ends with a rock and roll 
cut for which they have a fine affinity. 
Side two is probably the better side of the album 
Alvin Lee does some really good work and the songs 
are much better "Hard Monkevs" and "I've Been 
There Too", highlight and give you the feeling that 
some dav they'll really get it together "Hard 
Monkeys" is Ihe perfect mixture of rhythm and 
melody, but the rhythm is repititious of too many 
other cuts "I've Been There Too", is a slow rolling- 
type song, everyone seeming to have it together with 
the song coming across really well The album ends 
with "Uncle .Ian", nostalgic and from their "Un- 
dead" days. It's short, hut the point is received. 
"A Space in Time" is a definite up-life from 
"Watt": Ihe old rhythm is hack and things fall into 
place nicely, but Ten Years After has vet to get it 
together on record. 
WORCESTER ART MUSEUM 
"Marisol" continuing until November 14 
CRAFT cENTER. Sagamore Road 
American Porcelain Tradition Exhibits of porcelain works for the last 
ISO vears. Until Oct. 17. 
AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY. 185 Salisbury St. 
Current Exhibit: Games People Played, a display of early American 
fames, toys and puzzles 
CODDAHD LIBRARY. Clark University 
Special collection of the rocket pioneer's public and personal papers. 
CORDON LIBRARY. WPI 
International Prints Display until Oct. 17. 
AQUARIUS THEATRE. Boston 
The Buddy Miles Band and Dream. 7:00 and 10:00, October 14. 
TUESDAY. SEPT. 28 
Camera Club Demonstration 
Photo-Engraving Daniels Lounge 4: IS 
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 28 - Yom Kipper 
THURSDAY.SEPT.M 
Film: "Kelly's Heroes" Assumption Auditorium; Admission $1.00 
SATURDAY.OCTOBER 2 
Film: "The Odd Couple". Alden Memorial Aud.; Students Ji.00 
J. Geils Band 
Prairie Oysters to Return 
The Friday the Thirteenth Coffeehouse started off 
with it's usual splendid form two weeks ago with, 
"The Brownfield Street Band" Going into its third 
year. Ihe coffeehouse has been an important addition 
to the non-existant social life at WPI. 
Appearing this Sunday night will be the "Prairie 
Oysters", a fantastic group, that three or four weeks 
ago attracted over five hundred people at Clark 
I 'niversity They do to bluegrass. what the Byrds did 
to popular folk music 
Walter Crockett and Mark Sehultz are the nucleus 
of Ihe Praire Oysters Walter plays electric lead 
1'iiitar and sings He is one hell of a guitar picker. 
Bred on rock and jazz guitars he has adopted to 
bluegrass verv successfully 
Interested in an 
Outing Club? 
See Prof. Stephenson or 
Garrett Caranouqh 
D215 
Mark Sehultz is the lead vocalist and plays guitar 
and banjo, "electric" banjo, and dobro. Being the 
bluegrass purist of the group. Mark manages to 
sound very country Ricky Levine plays an amplified 
acoustic guitar with precise finger picking style and 
sings harmonies. Bill Fisher is on bass guitar and 
does vocal harmonies, and Bob Bloom, the newest 
addition to Ihe group, is on drums, and is the only one 
who doesn't sing. 
The Praire Oysters have a very electric sound 
' every instrument is amplified). but the sound is still 
all bluegrass The show is in Alden Hall at 7 30 p m 
Sunday. October 3. and is free to all WPI students. A 
good time is guaranteed for all 
Hold, traveler! 
Answer my riddle 
or I shall 
throttle and 
devour you? 
What animal is it that 
m the morning goes on 
four fleet.at noon on 
two,and in the evening 
upon three? 
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Danforth 
Fellowships 
Inquiries about the Danforth Fellowships, to be awarded in March 1972, 
are invited, according to Dr. Charles Heventhal, Associate Professor of 
English, the local campus representative. 
The Fellowships, offered by the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, 
Missouri, are open to men and women who are seniors or recent 
graduate* of accredited colleges in the United States, who have serious 
interest in college teaching as a career, and who plan to study for a PhD 
in a field common to the undergraduate college. Applicants may be single 
or married, must he under thirty years of age at the time of application, 
and may not have begun any graduate or professional study beyond the 
baccalaureatP at the time of application. 
Approximately 100 Fellowships will be awarded in March 1972. Can- 
didates must he nominated bv Laison Officers of their undergraduate 
institutions by November 1. 1971. The Foundation does not accept direct 
applications for the Fellowships. 
Danforth Fellows are eligible for four years of financial assistance, 
with a maximum annual living stipend of $2,700 for single Fellows and 
$2,950 for married Fellows, plus tuition and fees. Dependency allowances 
are available Financial need is not a condition for consideration. 
Danforth Fellows mav hold certain other fellowships such as Ford. 
Fulbright. National Science. Rhodes, etc. concurrently and will be 
Danforth Fellows without stipend until the other awards lapse. Danforth 
Fellows also may be designated honorary Woodrow Wilson Fellows. 
The Danforth Foundation, created by the late Mr. and Mrs. William H 
Danforth in 1927. in a philanthropy concerned primarily with people and 
values Presently the Foundation focuses its activities in two major 
areas, education and the city In these areas the Foundation administers 
programs and makes grants to schools, colleges, universities and other 
public and private agencies. 
Sculpture By Marisol 
As its major fall exhibition, the 
Worcester Art Museum will 
present the unique figure sculp- 
tures of a leading contemporary 
artist. Marisol Escobar It is the 
first one-woman showing of her 
work in an American museum and 
will he on view from September 23 
through November 14. Organized 
by the Museum, the special loan 
exhibition will he seen only in 
Worcester 
Museum  members,   lenders   to 
the exhibition,  and other invited 
I'uests will preview the showing on 
the evening of Wednesday.  Sep- 
lemher   22.    Lenders    include 
Hrandeis University. The Museum 
of Modern Art. Whitney Museum of 
American   Art.   Alhright-Knox 
dallcry.   Mr.   and   Mrs    Tom 
Wesseimann.    Mr.    and    Mrs. 
Richard  Anuszkiewicz.   Sidney 
.lanis  Gallery,  and  other   in- 
stitutions and private collections. 
More  than  twenty  sculptures, 
twelve drawings, and two paper 
sculpture-drawings   have  been 
assembled   by   I.eon  Shulman. 
AssociateCuratorof Contemporary 
Art.     With one exception,     the 
sculptures are drawn from the past 
decade. Mr Shulmanhaswnrkedfor 
a year in preparing the exhibition, 
ineludinga tape-recorded interview 
in New York with the artist, who 
uses only her first name   He has 
written and edited the illustrated 
exhibition catalogue.   It   includes 
excerpts from his interview and 
also pictures   of  Marisol   in  her 
studio taken by Irene Shwachman. 
instructor at   the Worcester  Art 
Museum School 
Deciding at the age of Ifi to 
become a painter. Marisol first 
studied art at the .lepson School in 
I,os Angeles In 1949 she worked at 
the Pcaux Arts Academy in Paris 
and the following year enrolled in 
the Art Students'! .cague in New 
York From 1951 to 1954 she studied 
with Mans Mnfmann. whom she 
regards as her most influential 
teacher 
In the early 1950's. Marisol's 
focus shifted from painting to 
sculpture In this field she is 
largely self-taught, stating that she 
discovers for herself how to 
overcome technical problems, or 
asks advice from other artists She 
can make plaster casts of her own 
face hands or feet, is an expert 
carpenter, and a carver in stone or 
wood Her first sculptures date 
from 1954-55. In 1961 she began to 
make life-sized constructions in 
wood, embellishing them with a 
variety of elements to complete the 
work Pieces of clothing, a dog's 
leash, furniture, plastic flowers or 
a barrel may become part of the 
finished piece 
Although the work of Marisol is 
often compared to folk and 
primitive art. and at times pop art. 
it has a magic quality beyond 
categorization. A sophisticated and 
sensitive artist, she draws on the 
rontemporary scene for her 
subjects and uses a variety of 
materials and methods to put 
loi'.ether her witty and unorthodox 
representations The result is a 
whole greater than the sum of its 
parts, transcending satire and 
siwial commentary to achieve a 
philosophical statement 
Despite stylistic changes during 
her artistic career, there have been 
recurring themes in subject 
mailer. Marisol often portrays 
families, both anonymous and 
famous. 
A very well known portrait, 
entitled simply The Family. 1962. 
is in the Worcester exhibition. All 
but one of the characters stare 
straight ahead without expression, 
in typical Marisol fashion In The 
Hoyiil Family. I9R7. Princess Anne 
and Prince Charles grin nervously 
while the Queen and her husband 
have mask-like faces The 
sculpture of General Charles de 
Gaulle presents an imposing figure 
nine feel high 
In several of Marisol's works 
children are depicted alone, such 
as liahv Olrl a seated child 
sculpture six fi>ct Iwo inches high 
done in mixed media A puppet-like 
doll in Marisol's likeness stands on 
I he baby's leg 
Change in 
Registration Procedures 
To All Faculty and^udent.^ REGISTRATI0N pR0CEDURES 
While the variety of interests and topics available for Intersession wil make it 
possible for most students to get their top choices, demand will obviously exceed 
capacity in certain highly popular, limited enrollment topics. To eliminate possible long 
hours of waiting and frustration at the opening of Intersession registration, the 
procedure has been amended as follows: 
A. The computer will generate a random number list and match it to an alphabetical 
listing of all students. 
B. In Intersession topics where demand exceeds capacity, this number will determine 
registration priority. 
PROCEDURE 
Alphabetical lists of all undergraduate and graduate students will be found in the 
library, dormitories, Bookstore, Dean Grogan's office, Dean van Alstyne's office, 
and the Boynton Hall information desk. Beside each student's name will be a 
registration priority number, chosen at random by the computer. 
Registration forms are available in department offices, Dean van Alstyne's office, 
Dean Grogan's office, and the Registrar's office. These forms are to be filled out in 
triplicate and signed by your advisor. NOTE YOUR REGISTRATION PRIORITY 
NUMBER IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER. 
Bring all three copies of the completed Intersession registration form to the 
Scheduling Office (Boynton 209) between 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Monday, October 11, 9-4 
p.m., and 12:00 noon, Oct. 12, Wednesday, October 13. These forms will be arranged 
in order of priority number and classes assigned. Any forms turned in after 12:00 
noon on Wednesday, October 13, will then be treated on a first-come, first-serve 
basis. 
Completed Intersession registration results may be picked up any time after 9:00 
a.m. Wednesday, October 20 from your advisor. 
TOPIC CHANGES, 
Original Changed to     . 
A231 (first week) C255 (third week) 
C239* (third week) A239», R239*. C239* (1, 2, or 3 weeks) 
C229 (not available for credit) C229* (available for credit) 
A246 (not available for credit) A246* 
A248 (not available for credit) A248* 
B250 (not available for credit) B250* 
C242 (not available for credit) C242* 
Add * (credit) to 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(available for credit) 
(available for credit) 
(available for credit) 
(available for credit) 
The face of Marisol. whom one 
reviewer termed a Latin Garbo. 
recurs often in her work Kntire 
lamilios l>car her face. Marisol 
dines with herself in Dinner Date. 
even marries herself in The 
Wedding. In addition to being her 
most convenient model. Marisol's 
philosophical position explains this 
recurrence She has said that 
whatever work an artist produces 
in a type of self-portrait Her work 
exemplifies this philosophy 
Included in the Marisol 
exhibition are two paper sculpture- 
drawings One presents a graphic 
IMirtrait of the Chinese leader. Mao 
Tse-tung. and the other is a por- 
trait of her New York art dealer. 
Sidney .lanis Kach work is about 
one foot in height 
Camera Club sponsored: 
Photography Contest 
SUBJECTS: 
1. Faces 
2. Lighting Effects 
PRIZED: 
100 sheet box of photo, paper 
1 prize each subject area 
nrints due Oct. 11 at Camera Club meeting at Daniels 
Lounge 
Black & White prints must be at least 8" x 10" 
Color prints   at least 5" x 7" prints will be displayed 
Provost at Clark 
WORCESTER, Mass --- Dr Alan E Guskin. 34, a specialist in 
educational and social psychology at the University of Michigan, has 
been named the first permanent provost in Clark University's 84-year 
history 
lie and his wife. Dr. Judith T Guskin. will arrive at Clark in early 
December She has been appointed an assistant professor of education 
and will begin her teaching duties in January. 
Dr. Guskin's appointment climaxes a year-long national search by a 
student, faculty and administration screening committee to fill the new 
post As provost, he will he Clark's chief academic officer and will 
assume the functions of the president in his absence. 
President Glenn W Ferguson said the provost's duties will include 
coordination of undergraduate and graduate academic affairs, academic 
planning and new academic programs. 
He also will he responsible for faculty recruitment and recom- 
mendations for faculty appointment, promotion and tenure in con- 
sultation with department chairmen. 
The Guskins were among the first married couples to serve as Peace 
Corns volunteers and as volunteers were on the faculty of Chulalongkorn 
University in Bangkok. Thailand from 1962 to 1964. Both learned Thai 
prior to going to the country 
Dr. Guskin. a native of Brooklyn, NY. received his bachelor's degree 
in psychology from Brooklyn College in 1958 and his Ph D. in social 
psychology from the University of Michigan in 1968 
Mrs Guskin received her bachelor's degree from Brooklyn College in 
1959. her master's in comparative literature from the University of 
Michigan in 1961 and her PhD in educational psychology from Michigan 
in 1970. 
Dr Guskin was a graduate student, teaching fellow and research 
assistant at Michigan from 1958 to 1961 when he and his wife, who were 
married in 1959, joined the Peace Corps. 
At Chulalongkorn University he taught graduate and undergraduate 
courses in psychology and developed the curriculum for the university's 
master of arts program in educational psychology. 
Mrs Guskin instructed Thai teachers in methods of teaching English 
as a second language and developed a student-teaching program for two 
secondary schools in Bangkok 
In 1964-65 Dr Guskin served as a member of the President's Task 
Force on the War Against Poverty and as director of the selection division 
of Volunteers in Service to America ( VISTA). There his duties included 
the planning and implementation of the VISTA selection process. 
supervising more than 40 staff members. 
During that same period Mrs Guskin served as a training consultant 
for VISTA the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Peace Corps. 
Krom 1965 to 1966 the couple served in the Florida Migrant Program in 
St. Petersburg, a 14-county program funded by the Office of Economic 
Opportunity, he as director and she as assistant director for education 
and training In 1966 the Guskins returned to the University of Michigan 
where they were doctoral students and served in a variety of teaching, 
research and administrative posts 
Dr Guskin was. until l%9. a project director in the university's Center 
for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge and was the Center's 
assistant director from 1969 to 1970. 
In 1968. he began teaching experimental seminars and in- 
terdisciplinary courses in the university's experimental Residential 
f'ollege. Earlier this year he was named associate professor In 
Michigan's Department of Behavioral Sciences. School of Education. 
Since 1970 he and his wife have served on the Educational Change 
Team in Michigan's School of Education. The team conducts research on 
the problems of the nation's high schools and experiments with helping 
those schools that are experiencing conflicts and crises. 
Both Guskins have served as project directors on the team and Dr. 
Guskin has been responsible for managing operations of three major 
projects with budgets totaling more than $750,000 and staffs totalling 
more than 50 persons 
This year the Guskins conducted a study of 15 high schools in New York 
State designed to determine how their organizational structure affects 
students and teachers The study includes policy recommendations 
dealing with how the high schools should be structured. 
The Guskins have conducted considerable research in education and 
social psychology and their results have been published widely. 
In addition to her interest in educational and social psychology. Mrs. 
Guskin has done research and writing on how language variations affect 
the instructional process 
The Guskins have two children. Sharon. 5. and Andrea, one. 
Alan Guskin is the son of Mr and Mrs. David Guskin of 1510 Garden 
Drive. Ocean. N  J. 
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History of 
Housing Hassles" 
Housing of students has become a major problem in 
recent years at WPI Space has been traditionally 
guaranteed to freshmen while upperclassmen have 
been left to fend for themselves The end of a Tech 
freshman's first academic year is usually made 
additionally miserable by his having to look for 
shelter on his own for the coming school year. 
A relatively new problem that Tech has developed 
results from guaranteed-housing-for-freshmen rule 
In 'fifl Tech had a bumper crop of freshmen and no 
room for all of them This created the infamous 
•Daniels' 7on" in the lounge in Daniels Hall, where 
eiwr 20 boys shared each others company for over 
half the first semester In 70. because Stoddard A had 
not been completed by opening day. the entire host of 
students who had been lucky enough to be assigned to 
that building spent the first month in Alumni Gym- 
nasium on the basketball courts on the second floor. 
To accommodate the overflow of 605 freshmen this 
war. 24 were sent to Stoddard which was intended to 
he upperclassmen only Right are on each of the first 
two floors of Stoddard B and eight are on the first 
floor of Stoddard C. They will be moved back on 
i-ampus as vacancies become available. 
To aid the upperclassmen the school rented two 
houses Morey and Danforth. from Becker Junior 
College These are controlled by house managers. 
Mr and Mrs .lames Hall and Chris Hatch, respec- 
tively, and house 24 and 27 upperclassmen. Tech also 
owns houses in which students may rent rooms or 
apartment*, such as the houses on Institute and 
Dover 
11 Students Assigned 
to Committees 
The addition of girls at Tech has also created 
problems WPI is not equipped for female students as 
far as living arrangements go Presently 39 girls 
occupy the first floor of Riley. 20 the third floor of 
Stoddard B and fi in Higgins 
Group living has also been considered as a means 
to solving the housing situation The black students 
were the first to request their own floor last year on 
the ground* that they were culturally different from 
the rest of Tech They were granted half a floor in 
Stoddard C. which was reissued this year One fresh- 
man was placed on the floor while the others showed 
no preference as to where they lived and were placed 
in Morgan and Daniels 
Higgins Kstate is another example of group living. 
Sixteen men and six women live in one section of the 
mansion and are responsible to a governing board 
consisting of eight people including faculty, ad- 
ministration, and students The group is completely 
on its own otherwise and has hired a cook to handle its 
nutritional needs. 
A group of students who expressed a desire to live 
loghether is renting a house from the school on 
Kinhorn Road They also are left completely to 
themselves 
Many possibilities as to living arrangements are 
available to students The only problem is the hassle 
involved with trying to secure the shelter Anyone in 
need of Housing advice or help should see John 
Nicholson. Director of Residence Halls. Daniels Hall 
first floor 
Don't Forget 
the open 
recital! 
Francis Fortier 
Violine Solist 
Monday, 
October 4 
at 4 p.m. 
at 
Higgins House 
A.U.S.A. 
at W 
Active 
P. I. 
The WPI AllS A 'Association 
of the United States Army' 
recently held its first meeting of 
the year at which new club officers 
were elected and plans for the 
coming year were discussed The 
26 member organization elected 
JAY Dimand 'APO—74) and Bob 
Flanagan < OX—74) as 1st 
Sergeant 'Secrctarvi and 2nd LI 
ANVONF. INTKUKSTKI) 
In running for Indcpendant 
l: i |u c -.ill ;i 11\ r In Student 
l.n\ eminent submit a petition 
with MI signatures to Uirli 
Najka HT IN or Tom Tracy 
It IIX «r slip it under the door 
of the Tech News Office < firs! 
floor Daniels). 
i Treasurer'    and Dave LeBlanc 
MIX   72' and Sieve Wilkinson as 
1st   l.t.    i Vice-President'    and 
Captain    (President'     The   club 
advisor is Mai  Norman Home 
Activities planned for this year 
include sending two WPI members 
to the national A US A meeting in 
Washington. D (' . in October, and 
supporting the Surplus Food 
Program for needy families in 
Worcester 
What are we doing at Tech? 
Committees are being established 
to investigate the possibility of 
providing help for Tech activities 
such as referees for intramural 
sports, draft information, ticket 
selling for social events, etc If you 
have any ideas as to how we can 
help your club or activity at Tech, 
contact any of the above A.U.S.A. 
officers 
Membership is open to the 
student l>ody at large 
Kleven W.P.I, undergraduates 
walked away from last Tuesday's 
student government meeting with 
newly won seats on four faculty 
committees The students were 
elected by the executive com- 
mittee of the Student Government, 
which had to choose from a list of 
over twice as many condidates for 
the positions. 
Named to the Student Life 
Committee were Tom Tracy. Jim 
Kllis. Howie Green and Steve 
Dolan Since this group is the one 
directly concerned with student 
activity it has the highest student: 
faculty ratio of any standing 
committee. The four undergrads 
together with faculty members will 
examine areas of housing, dining, 
extracurricular activities, etc. 
The Curriculum Committee will 
include three student represen- 
tatives: Doug Harrington. Dave 
l.apre and John Knletski This 
committee is involved in the 
organization of new courses as well 
as the examination of existing 
ones This work will take on an 
even greater importance as the 
Pllin matures 
Rich Fillipetti and Ralph 
Desmond were elected to the 
Committee1 on Academic Affairs 
which is charged with reviewing 
unusual cases concerning failure to 
meet the school's academic 
standards 
The two student representatives 
to the Committee on Academic 
Policy will he Lea Small and Rich 
Crispino They will he concerned 
«ith |>oli<ies on admissions and 
academic goals, recommending 
changes if and when they are 
needed, 
In addition to these committee 
appointments, the student 
government meeting nlso ad- 
dressed itself to two other mat- 
ters Who's Who nominations and 
a discussion of the status of Tech's 
social program 
Traditionally the senior class is 
Baked by the administration to 
select from its ranks 40 possible 
candidates for recognition in the 
publication Who's Who in 
American Colleges These are onlv 
recommendations, however, which 
Boynton carefully considers in 
submitting the final 25 names for 
publication 
Senior and underclassmen 
present at the meeting reviewed 
the entire senior class list and. on 
the basis of grades, ex- 
tracurricular activity and 
character finally came up with a 
list of 43 names. Final selections 
for Who's Who will he publicized in 
the spring. 
For the final order of business, 
student body president. Rich Sojka 
asked social chairman Jim Hall to 
respond to an editorial in last 
weeks Tech News which expressed 
concern over the lack of in- 
formation available on this years 
social program. 
Jim said that it's been im- 
poMihle to project any definite 
plans beyond homecoming 
weekend for which J Geils and Al 
Kooner have been hooked. The 
success or failure of these concerts 
will determine the direction which 
the remainder of the program will 
assume-toward big names or 
smaller groups (depending on 
funds available.) 
He did draw attention to the fact 
that WPI. Spectrum and 
Cinematech as well as the Coffee 
House are being sponsored by the 
Social Committee and represent 
an excellent and diversified 
program of entertainment Jim 
indicated, however, that he would 
try to keep the student body in- 
formed of Social Committee ac- 
tions through occasional articles in 
the Tech News. 
Next weak'* paper will, in fact, 
contain a tentative calendar of 
upcoming social events. 
The next student government 
meeting is scheduled for tonight at 
7 30 in Daniels Lounge. The 
agenda will include action on the 
proposed student court referen- 
dum, a review of the Student Ac- 
tivities Board budget, and the 
appointment of a new secretary for 
the Kxecutive Committee of the 
Student Government. There might 
also l>e more discussion of the 
social program. 
continued from page I. col.:i 
Cornell Has a Plan Too 
material and taking a different 
assessment on the material 
Professors Scott. I'eura. and 
Rnyd, were one of the first group of 
instructors to experiment with this 
Iv pc of system at Tech. in the soon 
10 he interdisciplinary Controls 
Knginecring COUTH Although the 
M Mudonts who took the course last 
semester thought that some of the 
assessments were extremely long. 
Rl% would lake another course 
taught under the IPI approach and 
79% thought that the IPI method of 
instruction was superior to the 
traditional classroom-lecture 
mode of instruction 
Another group of professors 
spearheading the IPI mode of 
instruction at Tech is the team of 
Professors Bluemel. .lasperson. 
Keil. Long, and Simons who are 
leaching PH 121. and 223 using the 
IPI approach Added by more than 
thirty student tutors this group 
personally handles more than 
three hundred students using this 
method Since it is difficult to make 
student* study for an exam they 
wdl not be graded for. it was 
difficult to assess the PH 121 
• 'xirse taught by the IPI approach 
last semester, but during one 
common exam students under the 
IPI system scored substantially 
higher whereas at another time 
they stored somewhat lower 
It is not to be supposed that the 
IPI approach is totally without its 
problems for although acceptance 
of the program is generally good 
there are notable exceptions  One 
of these is IPI MA 101 where the 
instructors are presently trying to 
cure the problem of students 
waiting long minutes in long lines 
to get their assessments graded 
But one good point is the in- 
structors are aware of the 
problems and are working to cure 
them Another problem evident in 
the IPI program is that students 
must have use of video tape 
machines to view instructional 
units that are made for TV. and 
there just aren't enough viewing 
stations on campus More 
machines are needed and I have 
iieen told more are being ordered. 
For example, all Wednesday 
lectures in Bl 201. Biology, are 
videotaped and placed in the 
library as reference Tapes have 
also been made for Controls 
F.ngineering. MA 101. and most 
other IPI courses 
<»ther courses being presently 
taught using the IPI approach 
'and 1 may miss a few' are 
Nuclear Kngineering. Prof 
Wilbur RR 217. Profs Demetry. 
and Clements: CE 303. Profs 
Fitzgerald and Chalabi: and RR 
357. Prof  Majmudar 
A total of 600 students are in- 
volved in this approach to learning 
and most are well pleased with the 
system A student may pace 
himself through the course at his 
own speed and is free to ac- 
complish his work in as little or 
long time as he chooses In general 
the program is well accepted and is 
obviously here at Tech to stay 
Mount Vernon. la -< I P )- 
Cornell College has adopted a new 
academic program designed to fit, 
the needs and goals of the in- 
dividual student by providing four 
allernate academic routes to a 
bachelor's degree 
The Cornell Plan encompasses 
two new degree programs, along 
with the traditional bachelor of 
arts and bachelor of music degrees 
which Cornell has offered for 
many years It will go into effect 
this month 
The two new degrees are the 
bachelor of special studies 
' B S.S ) and the bachelor of 
philosophy iB.Ph.l. Unlike the 
B A and the H Mus the new 
degrees allow the student to design 
his own plan of study with the 
guidance of a faculty advisor 
A student in the B.S.S. or the 
B Pb program may earn letter 
grade* in courses, or he may audit 
these courses and not he required 
to lake class examinations or 
receive grade* He does not have to 
be graded on independent study, 
either 
Because of this, it will he 
possbile. under the new degree 
programs for a student to study 
for four years here without ever 
taking a class examination or 
receiving A grade for a course or 
project 
The main difference between the 
two new degree programs in that 
the B Ph candidate must pass 
comprehensive senior year 
examinations in the field or fields 
in which he professes competence. 
No comprehensive examinations 
are required for the B.S.S. degree, 
hut a student must have his ad- 
visor's certification that he has 
satisfactorily accomplished all 
work he undertook for his degree 
program 
Beginning this year, each 
student al registration will submit 
to his faculty advisor an outline of 
all academic work-courses taken 
for grades, courses audited, or 
independent study-which he plans 
to accomplish during the semester 
Caution: 
Stay Away from 
Needle Drugs! 
The only dope you 
really want to 
shoot is Nixon! 
At the end of each semester, a 
student's progress will be reviewed 
by his advisor. If any faculty 
member believes that an advisee 
has not made sufficient progress in 
li self-dcisgnated course of study. 
Ii/niay ask the dean of the college 
to appoint a three-member faculty 
committee I not including himself) 
to review the student's work 
The student must appear before 
this committee to discuss his work, 
not only for the semester just past 
but for the entire time he has been 
enrolled here. 
After talking with a student, the 
committee may recommend one of 
five courses of action: permitting 
the student to continue hi* own 
plan of study, placing him on 
probation, requiring him to 
register for a full clan* load, ad- 
vising him to withdraw from the 
College, or dropping him. 
Two years of extensive study by 
Cornell personnel went into for- 
mulating the new program. 
Various alternatives were studied 
and rejected before the Cornell 
Plan was adopted 
NOTICE 
Juniors interested in participating in the 
Environmental Systems Study Program 
(ESSP) should see Joe Mielinski, WS230, 
application before Oct. 15. 
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Review Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks hv Mark S. Richards 
WPI's first concert of the year 
turned out to be an interesting 
affair "Dan Hicks & His Hot 
Licks" are rather unknown but 
truly unique. Their style of music 
is completely their own. It cannot 
be raited folk, or rock, or jazz, or 
blues, hut a sprinkling of all on top 
of n unique sound. In some songs 
the jazz influence was very 
noticeable while in at least one 
other there was a bit of malt shop 
rock   By choice it was light and 
easy. 
Dan Hicks is a likeable leader 
whose remarks between songs 
brought much response from the 
;nidicnce. F.specially interesting 
were his remarks about the more 
l>oisterous "athletes" in the crowd. 
His singing and instrumentation 
were adequate while his dancing 
was very good and proved to be a 
remarkable light-hearted addition 
In the show. 
The l.icketes were outstanding 
in their singing and dancing 
Adding a touch of "Porgie 
Tirehiter" singing with their ex- 
cellent jazz singing, they helped to 
I'ive the group its unique sound 
Also noleable is that they provided 
the only percussion in the group 
with maracas. tamborine and 
cowbell. 
The rest of the Hot Licks were 
simply unbelievable The bass, not 
electric, but one of those big stand 
up ones, was fantastic when it 
could be heard The guitar was 
pond and kept the group together 
The violin was simply in- 
describable Although not fast and 
heavv. its notes blended with the 
tone "of the music and gave the 
pronp more of its uniqueness. The 
violin solos were superb and gave 
the group class. 
In all the music was light and 
easy and very satisfying to listen 
to ilowever. it was inevitable that 
a few bad things would crop and 
they should not go unmentioned 
Naturally, as at every concert, 
there were the roudies. However, 
since this music was not loud and 
high pressured, they seemed to be 
more noticeable. Also, the concert 
did not seem long enough But 
then, for a free concert, this cannot 
tie held against the group or the 
social committee. It's just a shame 
that a group so good had to quit so 
soon 
Tl (Milt INTERLUDE 
"Play of the Weather" 
Intersession Production 
Ceneral Meeting for Students 
& Faculty. Wednesday. 
September 29. 1971 4:00 p.m. 
Salisbury 310. 
Koontz Survives Cut; 
Now Needs Campaigners 
NOT HE 
TOCOMMUTERS 
l.orkers are available in the 
basement of Riley Hall. 
Anyone interested should see 
Mr. Nicholson in his office, 
first floor Daniels opposite the 
Bookstore 
On November 2. 1971. the voters 
of Worcester will go to the polls and 
elect a new City Council. This year 
the Worcester residents are being 
given the opportunity of selecting 
for the Council a member of the 
WPI faculty. Profewor Carl 
Koontz. 
In the primary election two 
weeks ago. Professor Koontz 
finished tenth in a field of twenty- 
eight. The top eighteen vote- 
I'cttcrs in the primary are eligible 
to seek election to the nine Council 
positions. Professor Koontz was. 
"ml at all disappointed " with 
his primary showing because only 
a small amount of campaigning, 
mostly by Tech students, was done 
for the primary. 
Much campaigning will he done 
by Professor Koontz and volun- 
teers before the election, however 
Signs, bumper stickers, and 
literature must be distributed A 
mailing campaign will also be 
conducted. Campaign volunteers 
needed to help with any of these 
activities are extremelv welcome. 
MASQUE 
Casting for Neil Simon's Comedy 
"Come Blow Your Horn" 
Tuesday, Sept. 28,1971 
Alden Memorial 4:15 i 7:30 p.m. 
Also those interested in props, costume, stage work. 
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMIMIWMM 
MASQUE 
Casting for Samuel Beckets's 
"ENDGAME" 
Monday, October 4,1971 
Alden Memorial, 7:30p.m. 
WEBSTER SQUARE GULF 
1163 Main St. Tel. 753-9575 
Minor Repairs 
We Rent Ryder Trucks 
Local and One-Way 
We Rent Nationwide Trailers 
Local and One-Way 
GRAND OPENING 
Thursday September 30 to October 3 
Free Quart Bottle With $3 Purchase 
Member ALA and Road Aid 
Tuesday, September 28, 1971 Tech News Page 7 
Worcester Music Festival 
Sparks Cultural Colander 
The 112th Worcester Music Festival will open at 
the Worcester Memorial Auditorium on Monday. 
October 25 Concerts will be Riven Monday through 
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. except for Wednesday 
This year's Festival boasts a world premiere 
performance of Donald Erb's "Klangfarbenfunk II" 
i "Funky Tone-Colors") by the Symphonic 
Metamorphosis, the Detroit Symphony Orchestra's 
resident eight member rock group The musical 
abilities of the Symphonic Metamorphosis make 
possible the unique mixture of yesterday's music 
with the sounds of tomorrow 
This year, as in the past, the Detroit Symphony 
Orchestra will perform under the direction of Sixten 
Khrling. The traditional Concert for Young People 
uill he given at 11:00 a.m. Saturday, by associate 
conductor Pierre Hetu. 
The week's soloists are Philippe Entremont. 
pianist. Monday. Symphonic Metamorphosis. 
Tuesday: Richard Tucker. Thursday: Peter Nero as 
piano soloist and with his trio. Friday, Ruggiero 
Ricci. Violinist, and Lili Chookasian. contralto. 
Saturday. 
F'rograms in detail: 
MONDAY Philippe Entremont. a brilliant 
keyboard virtuoso, will give the first Festival per- 
formance of Brahms Piano Concerto No. 1 in D 
minor. Opus 15. This will be a Worcester debut for the 
n year old Frenchman. Entremont was finalist at the 
Queen Elizabeth of Belgium International Concours 
when he was just 17. His American debut took place 
at the National Gallery in Washington in 19M. Sixten 
Khrling and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra will 
open the week with Wagner's Prelude to Die 
Meistcnsingers 
TIKSDAY Bach's Brandenburg Concerto and 
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 in B Minor. 
Tathetique" will be conducted by  Ehrling.  The 
Symphonic Metamorphosis will introduce Erb's 
"Klangfarbenfunk II". The Symphonic Metamor- 
phosis will also present some of their own material. 
THURSDAY: Richard Tucker, tenor, will return to 
Worcester to present operatic arias He made his 
debut at the Metropolitan Opera Association 25 years 
ago Tucker, "the American Caruso" has 29 leading 
roles on the Metropolitan stage to his credit. 
Carl Nielsen's Symphony No 5 will be introduced 
by Fhrling and the orchestra 
FRIDAY: Peter Nero, a virtuoso of the keyboard, 
will solo with the orchestra in Gershwin's "Rhapsody 
in Blue" and variations of "I Got Rhythm". The 
Peter Nero Trio will then continue with im- 
provisations Peter Nero. .Milliard trained, has been 
called a "musical category of his own". The Detroit 
Symphony will open with Rossini's "Overture to 
Siniramidc " Debussey's "La Mer" and Ginastera's 
"Dances from Estancia" will also be performed. 
SATURDAY Another Worcester Festival first will 
be Dvorak's Violin Concerto in A minor Opus 53 with 
Ruggiero Ricci as soloist Ricci makes his 1734 
Guarneriiis violin sing with flash and fire Ricci made 
his New York debut at the age of 9. and Albert Ein- 
stein called him "I'.enius". 
Also in Saturday's program is Lili Chookasian. who 
will   perform  with  the  Worcester     chorus.   Miss 
Chookasian. the possessor of a voice most frequently 
described      as   "opulent   and   sumptuous;;.   Miss 
Chookasian is a true contralto. 
Tickets for the 112th Worcester Music Festival may 
be obtained by enclosing a check or money order to: 
Worcester County Music Association 
Memorial Auditorium 
Worcester. Massachusetts 01608 
Series tickets are $27, $18 and $12. Single tickets are 
MM. 14.80.  and $3 00    Information  call 754-3231. 
Pregnant? 
Need Help? 
rp M II rn-lp .my *otijn iv ; 
~f race tehqion aqe or <m.«ru i.il 
ttalgft W«- Jo nol moid) /< I ' 
mcifi, hrlp women obtain quailed 
DIM toft lo« .ihuitiom if lr,i% >t 
wrhji ihey drtit* Please do r»oi 
drijy    an  early   abodion   »*   mon- 
v nt(1!,.   and   less   < osNy    and   can   be 
peflo'm«>d   on   an   Out   patient   ba*>\ 
215 878-5800 
Wo««'l 
M.dlcil AMlitanc* 
8 AM 10 PM—7 DAYS 
A   NON PROHT    OBGANI7AIION 
Doc 
of Arts 
Slorrs.    Conn (I P ) The 
I niversity of Connecticut has 
embarked on an exploratory study 
of a new kind of doctoral degree, 
tailored for teachers which is fast 
winning adherents on campuses 
across the nation 
A special committee has been 
established to investigate the 
possibility of introducing the 
"doctor of arts" degree here The 
committee has issued a call to the 
numerous UofC schools, depart 
ments and divisions involved in the 
production of doctorates, seeking 
their views on the desirability of 
such a degree 
AceordingtnDr Milton R Stern 
an English professor and chairman 
of the Doctor of Arts Committee in 
the Graduate School. "The D A 
degree is now granted by seven 
I S institutions, with 35 more 
scheduled to introduce it and 
• mother 25 planning to establish 
1' A  programs in the fall of 1972 " 
The UofC profressor said the 
' ast majority of new Ph D *■ are 
located at the state colleges and 
community colleges, hut the bulk 
of research for which the Ph D is 
primarily designed goes on at the 
"niversity level He also noted that 
there are a significant number of 
university level Ph D 's that don't 
publish 
Higher education growth 
projections also point to an ever 
increasing fraction of campus 
enrollment at the state college and 
community college level The rate 
of growth on the university level, 
meantime, has reached a plateau 
"What  this means".  Dr   Stem 
MARATHON 
Thursday evening the Psyco Drama-Marathon was presentea in Alden 
I'redominently the play is about the drug addict and the psychological 
problem which led to addiction and the psychological change which led to 
rehabilitation While increasing the audience's awareness of the drug 
addict's position, it also enlightened many to their emotional bareness. 
Twice there was a scene when a member of the house had to scream 
out' Once for help and once for love and both times it seemed as hard on 
the audience as it was for the individual to call out in need, as stated in the 
orolog  "This is a play about drugs, this is not a play about drugs " 
The drama was a synopsis of the "seem' and the account of a new 
brother entering Marathon to seek aid in kicking his habit Portrayed was 
the permnal problem that led one to use hard drugs loneliness, rejection, 
fear confusion anger, apathy and hate There is no release, no escape 
Ironi the drug's influence and the reason for using them 
explained "is that about 80 per 
cent of the new doctorates will be 
needed in leaching not scholarly 
research" He also sees the doctor 
of arts degree replacing the Ph D 
as the terminal degree for persons 
who plan In teach 
The new committee established 
to explore the D A at the UofC is 
committed to finding ways to 
shape a "real doctorate - not a 
second-class degree - equal m 
every respect tn the Ph D " Of 
course, it also must learn if the 
consensus here is in favor of its 
introduction 
"The principal difference i D A 
^ ersus Ph D )  would be that the 
emphasis would be on work related 
tn developing  teaching  ability 
rather than research skills " 
The I'ofC committee hopes that 
the combined input from the 
representative community college 
and slate college systems will 
enable it tn develop a blueprint for 
a Inily valuable doctor of arts 
here 
"The Doctor of Arts degree may 
well be the most important 
graduate education development 
of the past quarter century", 
concludes Dr   Stern 
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The house uses psychology to rehabilitate the drug addict - no drugs, 
artificial aids, no help other than the other brothers and sisters who have 
I'onr the route Once within the house, he sits until he asumes respon- 
sibilities the main one being to realize his life lies heavy. Those decep- 
tions are used to protect oneself from reality. True encounter sessions - 
like ctnbarassing moments when everyone gets up and exposes his 
humiliating experiences and sessions where one is able verbally to tear 
down his tears or .iffront them  The members play themselves out to 
themselves 
The play was excellent Some of the players uneasiness is shown as 
there are no leading parts, each of the 8 members offers equally their 
part of the play The transition from drug addict to a person of self worth 
is |Mirtrayed by the new member constantly rapping about drugs for they 
are all that he knows his whole existence, against the older members 
who rarely mention drugs As the play progresses, drugs are mentioned 
less and less until the Marathon the long sessions without sleep where 
everyone is concerned with what the other needs. The audience is in- 
volved, the players asked them up on stage and to reach out and hold the 
ones around them The audience left many hours after the actual play 
u as over staying behind to meet and talk with Marathon members. Most 
people departed with a feeling of real involvement. 
WP IFC    Sponsors 
An Oct. 
BLAST 
Fri. Oct. 1st. 8:00 P.M. in Alden 
1 IFC Raffle Ticket Cover 
Tickets - - 50* Now 75' At Door (Girls Free) 
FEATURING 
ALBATROSS 
BEER & APPLE WINE on Sale 
LIGHT SHOW 
Door Prize 
"A Most Unusual Party" 
WATER BED 
Page 8 Tech News 
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Charlie DMrfefMN pick* up yardage during First Prrlod Action. 
Booters Surprised 
By Hartford 4 - 1 
The W V I soccer team got off to 
li frustrating start by losing to n 
much improved University of 
llnrtfnrd squad. 4-1. 
In the past. Hartford had been a 
relatively easy opener for the Tech 
IwHilers. who were ranked *S in 
New Kngland prior to Saturday's 
upset Such was obviously not the 
cnse this year. The visitors 
completely dominated mid-field 
piny Whenever the hall was in the 
i'ir for any length of time, it 
seemed that a Hartford head or 
font wits there to greet it This was 
ilue in part to the unusually deep 
imsitinning of the halfbacks 
Hartford was denied a score in 
only the first period As Tech goal 
keeper Tom Terkanian responded 
to Ihe pressure with excellent 
divine; saves However. Hartford 
(•instantly kept the ball in Tech 
territory and registered the 
fame's first goal in the second 
ouarter. That advantage was 
neutralised  when  Jim   O'Brav 
headed in a Harry Ulackahy corner 
kick Hartford came right back 
.Hid regained Ihe head The half 
ended with W.P.I on the short end 
of a ?-l score 
As it turned out. two tally's 
"mild have been enough, hut 
Hartford continued to get to the 
ball first and out hustling Ihe Tech 
men. penetrated the nets once 
more in each of Ihe two remaining 
periods Shots on goal tell the 
story Hartford trying 27 times to 
only 12 attempts by W P I 
The came was very one sided, 
but this was the result of superb 
effort on Ihe part of Hartford, not 
l«oor playing by Tech The big 
bright spot was the ever existant 
hustle and desire of Bucky 
Kasheivs. 
The liooters will take on Holy 
Cross here Thursday at 2 00 p.m. 
The Cross, having beaten 
Assumption 11-1 and MIT 3-2 in 
nvcrlimc. should prove to lie a 
worthy opponent 
UPCOMING SPORTS 
EVENTS... 
'TiT.SDAY » 
Varsity Cross Country wilh Assumption. Clark, and Worcester State 
THURSDAY :ill 
Varsity Sncrci. WI'I vs Holy Cross, 3:90p.m.. home. 
SATl'iUiAY. OCTOBKR 2 
Varsity K.M.Ihull  WPI vs  Middlebury. 2 00 p.m.. home. 
Van.ll> Soccer  WPI vs  Tufts. 2:00 pm  away. 
Varsity Cross Country, with MIT and RPl. 2:00p.m. away. 
.IV Soccer. WPI vs Leicester Junior, 10:00am . home 
.IV Crosscountry, with MIT and RPI. 1: S0p.nl., away 
Gridders Mauled By 
Bowdoin Polar Bears 
On Saturday, Worcester Tech 
|ilaved its second football game of 
Ihe HI71 campaign and for the 
second lime. Ihey were denied 
i ictnry because of a few costly 
errors From Ihe opening kickoff 
il looked as if Ihe F.ngineers were 
in lor n long and frustrating af- 
ternoon Howboin Sophomore Mike 
Junes look Ihe opening kick on his 
own six and behind a wall of Polar 
Hear Teammates, galloped to the 
Tech SOI. Three minutes and five 
plays later. Junior Al Sessions 
u enl Ihe final 3 yards and Howdoin 
led 7-0 The first lime they had 
their hands on Ihe hall, the 
Kni'inecrs rolled to the Bowdoin 43 
before being slopped a foot short on 
li fourth and three situation 
On Ihe first play of Ihe ensuing 
drive Ihe Polar Bears completed a 
40 \ard Iwimb and were deep in 
Worcester territory on the 16 yard 
line Sessions got the call on the 
i cry next play, and plowed his way 
to pay dirt and his second touch- 
down of the afternoon Tech was 
oiiickly on Ihe short end of a 14-0 
count mid-way through the first 
prrlod 
The Kngineers then went M 
»nrds in Iheir best sustained drive 
of Ihe year Quarterback Steve 
Joseph put together a fine passing 
iillack. completing five out of six 
passes including three to junior 
sensation Jimmy Buell One catch 
in particular seemed to delight 
I'.owdoin fans and W P I rooter as 
well II was a diving grab of a 
sideline pass on a crucial third 
down play and enabled the Tech 
drive In continue Steve Slavick. 
junior fullback, romped in from the 
three and Tech was only a touch- 
down behind al the end of the first 
(inarler 
The second period can best be 
described as a nightmare, trailing 
only 14-7. Joseph spotted Wayne 
I'ilis over Ihe middle, but over- 
threw Ihe junior halfback and 
I'.owdoin quickly turned the in- 
terception into another score At 
Ihis point Ihey held a commanding 
:>!-7 lead 
When they again got their hands 
on Ihe ball. Ihe Fngineer were 
unable to move and were forced to 
punt The Polar Bears then drove 
•-tcadily downfield and Dick Bates 
scored his second touchdown on a 
r. yard jaunt  Bowdoin 28. W.P.I 7 
In an attempt to get back in the 
game, Joseph went to Ihe air and 
completed passed to Pitts and 
I'.uell and the Fngineers were on 
Ihe Bowdoin M yard line Disaster 
slruck again as Joseph's lateral 
.hided Charlie Deschenes and 
I'.owdoin covered Ihe ball on the 
Tech 40 With time running out it 
"as Bates again capping the 
I'.owdoin drive and he went in from 
Ihe r. The teams went to the 
lockers wilh the count Bowdoin 
38, W P I  7 
The second half was a relatively 
hflrilip 90 minutes wilh W P 1 
wiliantly trying to close the huge 
I'ap. while Bowdoin was content 
v' ilh killing Ihe clock by staying on 
Ihe ground Tech scored, however, 
in Ihe fourth period with 
sophomore Ccary Schwartz 
leading Ihe attack at quarterback 
and Slavick once again finding 
paydirt from ? yards out Final 
score Bowdoin. 35. Worcester 
Tech 14 
In Ihe end. it was critical 
mistakes lhal cost WPI Ihe 
game Jimmy Buell. with 7 
receptions good for 92 vards and 
niiarterhacks Joseph. 9 for 15 in 
passing, and Schwartz, with some 
slick running, played well for the 
Tech offense 
If Ihe F.ngineers are to he a 
v inning team Ihe defense will 
have In stiffen up This weekend, 
Worcester hosts a tough Mid- 
dlebury eleven here at home It 
"ill be interesting to see what 
changes, if any. Coach Massucco 
will make in an attempt to find the 
w inning combination 
■OWOOIN   —  J5 
Ends    —    Conntll,    Webttar.    TynHI, 
Broaddus 
Tackles  —   Healey.   Andarton,   Hardy. 
Lowry 
Guirdt — Balrd,  Erlacher,  Meehsn 
Centers —  Delahanty 
Quarterbacks — Grady, Wartiman 
Halfbacks — BUM. Sessions.  Bird 
Fullbacks —  Begin,  Tnpaidl 
Unebacktrt     —     Verley,     Tompklni, 
Tomoklns.   Martin.   Ellai 
Defensive Backs — Jones. Varrlll 
Kickir   -   Burnett 
Worcester  Tack — 14 
Ends --  lueit.  S'aetir.  Nobfin.  Bngos. 
Cover,  willi.  Martin.  Fitiglbbom 
Tackles  —  Colonero.   Bavarly.   Nicker 
ion, Lavallea. Cawlay. Cordalla. Cuth 
Guards —  Num.  Meguln,  Whlpp, Syl 
via.  Buianoskl 
Canter  —  Cormier 
Quarterback* — Joseph. Schwartz 
Halfbacks — Deschenes   Pitts.  Paris 
Fullbacks — Slavick. Oejackome 
Linebackers    —    Petry,    Daly, 
McLaughlin.  Bukowskl.  Draw 
Detersive Backs —  Ferreresl, Crotten. 
Beckman. Palumbo. Spence 
Kicker  -    Aubrey 
leere by Periods 
I-.ill 1,1'iiiin.T irlrs In oulmiiscle three Hartford defenders. 
Class of'74and I.F.C.'s 1st. 
Pre - Game 
Happy Hour 
Saturday, Oct. 2nd 12:45 - 1:45 
in THE COFFEE HOUSE 
25c Cover for Guys 
31207. boors for 50c.7 for SI.00 
W.P.I. Hockey Club 
MEETING 
For returning team members, and those 
interested in being manager assistants. 
(Meeting  for  new skaters  will   be  held 
during October.) 
Time:  7:00 o'clock Thursday, Sept. 30. 
Place:  Stratton Hall, Room 105. 
B.wooln 
Tteb 
14 II •  I—M 
7   •   (   »_M 
First  Period:   Bowdoin. Settle** 1 run 
(Burnett kick) n 55. Sessions it run 
(Burnett kick) »:ltj WPI. llavick I rv" 
(Ambray kick)  J:M. 
Second Period: Bowdoin. Bates 3 run 
IBurneti kick) 12:21,' Bites I run (Burn 
ett kick) III; Bales » run (Burnett 
kick)  o <• 
Third Period:  No tewing. 
Fourt Peru*: WPI. Slavick, I run (Au 
bray kick) •:«. 
HATIITICt 
■glaum WPI 
Pint  dewnt IB    II 
Pint down* ruthlng li     J 
First downs  passing 1     » 
First downs  penaitiei 1      1 
Pushing yardage tsa in 
Passing   yardage 
Passes attempted 
BB   I2S 
t     If 
Pasta* completed 1    H 
Paste*  intercepted by 1    M 
Fumbles 4      4 
Fumbles lost •      t 
Vardt  penamad MS   S'4 
Punta 111   J-.it 
The Athletic Department 
"ill ;iccept entries hy 
Ir.'ilcrnilies dnrmatories. or 
Irom other independant 
.ir|';ini7alions for tne Fall 
Vollovhall Tornament 
I •KAMI. INK 
Hosiers and deposits (20 
dollars" are due in the 
Athletic Office no later than 4 
\> m . Wednesday, Sept 22 
S'.'d ntideposits are refundahle 
in full if schedule and nf- 
lii iatine. assignments are 
. iiiii|>lclcly fulfilled 
MKKTINf. 
Kuril learn must have a 
representative al Ihe Schedule 
Meeting at 4-15 p m . Wed- 
nesday Sept :»2 Meeting will 
l>c conducted hy Coach 
llcrrion in the Conference 
Itnom Alumni      (.vmnasium 
NOTICE 
Deadline for 
receipt of petitions 
of candidates for 
Tech Community 
Council has been 
extended to Friday, 
October 1, 1971. 
Fifty signatures 
are required. 
Three positions 
are open; therefore, 
any individual may 
sign up to three 
petitions. 
